Recent tornado damage in Japan
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ABSTRACT: Concern about tornadoes and tornado damage has increased significantly in Japan
since the recent attacks of several strong tornadoes. The Wind Engineering Research Center,
Tokyo Polytechnic University, has surveyed many tornadoes. This paper describes some survey
results, focusing on damage situations. It is shown that tornadoes and other local disturbances
have caused serious damage, although their influence areas were not large. Tornados were more
frequent occurrences than other local disturbances. Continuous efforts should be made to collect
data on traces of tornadoes and other disturbances to reveal the actual situation and to evaluate
the actual risk of these severe local storms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Concern about tornadoes and tornado damage has increased significantly in Japan since the
recent attack of several strong tornadoes. A derailment accident of the JR Uetsu line due to gust
wind at the end of December 2005, tornado damage accompanying typhoon T0613 at Nobeoka
in September 2006 and tornado damage at Saroma, Hokkaido in November 2006, triggered
public recognition of the importance of safety during major tornadoes and other large wind
gusts. The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) previously targeted only damage-causing
tornadoes, but currently they are looking at as many tornadoes as possible regardless of damage.
Meanwhile, the media is currently reporting even local weak tornadoes and micro-bursts.
Increased concern about wind damage is actually one reflection of the increased number and
power of strong wind events. The Wind Engineering Research Center (WERC), Tokyo
Polytechnic University (TPU), is one of the world’s leading academic bases specializing in wind
engineering. Many wind related themes such as design wind speed; wind resistance design of
low-rise, medium-rise and high-rise buildings; and wind environmental problems have been
researched at TPU-WERC, and students have been educated about them. However, the ultimate
goal of these activities is Wind Related Disaster Risk Reduction (WR DRR). All research and
education at TPU-WERC is aimed at building capacity for Wind-Related Disaster Risk
Reduction, including environmental problems, directly or indirectly. TPU-WERC has conducted
surveys on almost all wind-related disasters that have happened in Japan, and, with local
cooperation, some that have happened overseas. This paper briefly reports on recent wind
disasters caused by tornadoes in Japan. More efforts are made to describe the damage situation
rather than the engineering mechanism of how structures are damaged.

2 RECENT TORNADOES AND OTHER LOCAL DISTURBANCES
A derailment accident occurred on the JR Uetsu line due to wind gust at the end of
December 2005. This was followed by tornadoes at Nobeoka City in September 2006 and at
Saroma, Hokkaido in November 2006, both causing major damage. These events prompted the
Japan Meteorological Agency to collect detailed information on tornadoes and other local
disturbances in order to determine the actual risk of such storms. JMA has established a database
on tornadoes, which can be easily accessed through its website [1]. Meanwhile, TPU-WERC has
established a database on both tornadoes and tornado damage [2], mainly based on the JMA data
and its own survey results.
The locations of tornadoes and other local disturbances in 2005 and 2006 are shown in Fig.1.
The tornadoes occurred notably at the Okinawa islands, the Japan Sea coast, Kyushu, Shikoku,
the Kanto district and the south coast of Hokkaido. There were a total of 74 from 2005 to 2007,
making an average of 26 per year. This was much greater than the rate of 16.4 from 1991 to
2004. This was due to the occurrence of typhoons accompanied by tornadoes and unstable
atmospheric conditions induced by extra-tropical cyclones that developed over the Japan Sea in
winter.
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Figure 1 Tornadoes, downbursts and other local disturbances in 2005 and 2006.

2.1 Gust at Ogata-mura and Kotooka-machi, Akita on November 8, 2005 [3]
On November 8th, 2005 at around 12:00, a gust blew from Ogata-mura to Kotooka-machi.
Damage to agricultural structures and dwellings was spread linearly over a distance of 8 km (Fig.
2).
At site 1 in Fig.2, an agricultural warehouse was completely destroyed and its structural
components and contents were scattered over 300m (Fig.3). Similar destruction was seen at site

3 and site-4. At site-6, snow fence panels were blown off (Fig.4). The wind speed required to
blow off a snow fence panel was evaluated as at least 34 m/s.
Kotookahi
Ogata-mura

Figure 2 Damaged area over Otaga-mura and Kotooka-machi

Figure 3 Damaged and scattered warehouse

Figure 4 Damaged snow fence

2.2 Tornado at Sakata, Yamagata on December 25, 2005 [4]
Gust damage to structures and train cars occurred around Sakata City from 19:00 to 19:20 on
December 25th. A maximum instantaneous wind speed of 21.6m/s and a maximum wind speed
of 10.6m/s, which were not remarkable values, were recorded at 19:12 at the Sakata
meteorological observatory, while the anemometer on the Shinkawa coast recorded a peak gust
speed of 36.9m/s at 19:06. The derailment accident, thought to be caused by this gust, occurred
on the JR Uetsu-line at 19:14, causing 5 deaths and injuries to 32 people. The damage
investigation started on January 2nd, 2006 on completion of rescue operations.
Figure 5 shows the main locations of damage occurrences. Damage was scattered in a
straight line from the coast to the east-northeast for a distance of about 12 km. Local flat terrain
was covered with an even layer of snow and there was little roughness except in villages and
wooded areas. Damage to roof tiles, agricultural warehouses, vinyl houses, etc. were seen near
the site of the derailment accident, clearly indicating the influence of the gust.

Figure 5 Locations of damaged areas

Figure 6 Damaged pine trees in Kuromoridistrict

Figure 7 Traces of a damaged warehouse near
derailment accident site

Figure 8 Damaged snow fences at Kouei-cho

Figure 9 Damaged ridge tiles, Enoki-district

Figure 10 Damaged ridge tiles were connected
with wire

2.3 Tornado at Minehama, Akita Prefecture on December 26, 2005 [4]
A gust occurred in Minehama, Akita Prefecture, causing collapse of a wooden house, scattering
of roofs and damage to agricultural facilities etc. from 11:10 to 11:20 on December 26th, 2005.
Wind speed records in Hachimori and Noshiro, the Automated Meteorological Data
Acquisition System (AMeDAS) observation point, 7 to 8 km from the damaged area, showed
8m/s and 16m/s, respectively, which were not remarkable speeds.
Fig.11 shows the damaged area. Damage was scattered in a straight line about 5 km long.
The most remarkable damage was the collapse of a two-story wooden office building in the
Osawa district (Fig.12). Major wind force was toward the southeast. Some flying objects blew
off to northeast (Fig.13).

The estimated wind directions were NW and SW. The damaged sites were spread along the
NW wind direction. The direction seemed to be of the general flow over this area. The two
nearest meteorological stations recorded the same wind direction. Another wind direction
seemed to be of a local disturbance. These conditions suggested the translating cyclonic rotation
of the local disturbance and the appearance of a tornado. Fig.14 shows damage to the ridge of a
greenhouse. The ridge was affected by upward suction. The damage was estimated to be of F1
rank.

Figure 11 Location of damaged area

Figure 12 Collapsed wooden 2-story office building
in Osawa-district (Photo courtesy Minehama-cho)

Figure 13 Blown-off roofing material from
collapsed building (Photo courtesy Minehama-cho)

Figure 14 Damaged green house in Tobayashi-district

2.4 Tornado damage at Fujisawa, Kanagawa on April 20, 2006 [5]
In Fujisawa City, at approximately 12:05 on 20 April, 2006, a strong wind gust occurred that
caused damage in both Fujisawa City and the southwestern part of Yokohama City. Fig.15
illustrates a damage area, which shows the locations of damaged dwellings and other structures
and objects, such as wooden roofs, plastic greenhouses, and trees. Damage to over 40 houses was
observed, with the affected area covering an area of 2 km by 50 m. The damage was estimated to
be of F0-P1-P1 rank on the Fujita-Pearson (FPP) scale.
Although there were many eyewitness accounts of the rotating wind of a “dust column” near
the surface, there were no eyewitness accounts of a funnel. Fig.16 shows a damaged greenhouse
and muddied cars. Figs.17 and 18 show damage to houses. Many houses were damaged by flying

debris. Figs. 19 and 20 show the blown-off objects. The flight direction of objects and debris
indicated cyclonic winds, suggesting that the damage was caused by a tornado.
Kobayashi [5] observed a hook-shaped radar echo (5 km in diameter) in the narrow cold
frontal rainband, with strong horizontal wind shear above the damage area. The Doppler velocity
pattern indicated a misocyclone with a diameter of 2 km and a vorticity on the order of 10-2 s-1.
The wind storm may have caused the tornado, which formed in the cold frontal wind shear zone.

Figure 15 Location of the damaged area

Figure 16 Damaged green house and muddied car

Figure 17 Damage to deck of house

Figure 18 Damage to walls

Figure 19 Damage to small shed

Figure 20 Blown-off steel roofing material

2.5 Gust in Tokorozawa, Saitama on May 20, 2006
On May 20, 2006, a trough accompanying cold front moved through the Kanto area creating an
unstable atmosphere that caused gusts and local heavy rain in many palaces.

In Tokorozawa City, gust damage to green houses and roofs of dwellings occurred at 15:40
(Figs.21-23). There was also some damage to houses due to flying debris (Fig.24). The damaged
area was spread over an area 500 m long by 50m wide.

Figure 21 Locations of damaged areas

Figure 23 Damage to roof tiles at ridge

Figure 22 Damage to roof tiles

Figure 24 Damage to roof tiles due to flying debris

2.6 Gust in Sakado, Saitama prefecture on May 20, 2006
In the same situation as the previous gust in Tokorozawa, at around 15:55, twelve 60m-high steel
truss towers of a golf driving range collapsed (Fig. 25). Some of them fell onto adjacent
structures (Fig.26) and some onto cars (Figs.27 and 28). Some small components of the trusses
flew into a house, damaging its roof tiles.
No other wind induced damage was seen around the site.

Figure 25 Damage to steel truss towers with net

Figure 26 Damaged towers fell down onto a factory

Figure 27 Damaged towers fell onto cars

Figure 28 Damaged towers broke a utility pole
that fell onto a car

2.7 Tornado in Nobeoka City, Miyazaki on September 17, 2006 [6]
Typhoon Shanshan (T0613) was born in the eastern Philippine Sea and moved north-west. It
then changed course on September 15th to the north, and landed on Kyushu on September 17th.
Shortly before it landed at 1400 JST, gust damage occurred in Nobeoka City, Miyazaki
Prefecture. Three people died, ninety-four buildings were completely destroyed and the limited
express 'Nichirin' was derailed and overturned. The Japanese Meteorological Agency learned
about this damage by viewing the damage and listening to eyewitnesses. Site investigations were
conducted after September 18th, and showed that the damage was distributed in line running
from south to north through Nobeoka City.
The wind speed in Nobeoka city before the tornado struck was about 15 m/s on average and
the gust speed was about 25m/s. At about 1405 JST, there was a sudden and damaging gust. At
that time, the cumulonimbus that formed part of the rain-band of Typhoon Shanshan struck the
city and this seemed to be a cause of this tornado.
The tornado seemed to land across the coast at Midorigaoka 5 chome where the sand break
fence was damaged.
At Hamacho, a large-span building just under the tornado’s path suffered damage to its
roofing material (Fig.29).
On the Japanese National Railroad, the first and second cars of an express 'Nichirin' was
overturned (Fig.30). The motorman had reduced speed when he saw some flying debris, and
tried to stop the train, but it overturned suddenly before he had time. The site of this accident was
on the damaged area. Around the site there was a lot of damage to dwellings and trees (Fig.31).
At Nakajima-cho, flying objects (parts of corrugated slate plates) hit the wall of a dwelling.
This damage led to the roof blowing off (Fig.32).
The damaged area extended in a line 7.5 km long by 100 to 150m wide (Fig.33). Tornadoes
often leave a point-like footprint. However, this one caused a continuous line of damage. A
typical kind of damage was caused by flying objects. Not only outer walls but also inner walls of
rooms suffered damage due to flying objects. Fig.34 shows an example of a damaged door inside
a room.

Figure 29 Damage to large-span building
(Photo courtesy of Nobeoka City)

Overturning
accident

Figure 30 Overturned limited express 'Nichirin'

Damaged area

Figure 31 Damage around overturning accident

Figure 32 Damage to wall and roof

Figure 34 Damage to door inside room

Figure 33 Locations of damaged areas

2.8 Tornado in Saroma, Hokkaido on November 7, 2006 [7]
On November 7, 2006, an F3 ranked tornado struck dwellings in the Wakasa area of Saroma,
Hokkaido, causing serious human and property damage. Nine people died and 26 were injured.
Over 30 buildings, including a dwelling, warehouses and temporary structures were completely
or partly destroyed.
A detailed investigation of damage to buildings showed that the damaged area was about 1
km long by about 100 to 250 m wide.
The most severe damage occurred in almost a straight line. The moving speed of the tornado
was estimated at about 80 km/h so the wind speed was very high on its right side. Part of a
temporary 2-storey building (length: 37.56m, width: 9m, height: 7m), which served as an office
as well as a dormitory, was blown 60-90m, hitting the ground and other buildings, and nine
people working in the building died (Fig.35). Motor trucks in the yard were blown over (Fig.36).
The damage ranked as F3. Windborne debris damaged other buildings (Figs.37-40), cars and so
on. Most of the debris was scattered in the northern area of Iwasa district (Fig.41), while some
flew more than 20 km, reaching the Okhotsk-sea (Fig.42).

Figure 35 Collapsed temporary building
(Photo courtesy of Saroma-cho)

Figure 36 Blown over motor truck
(Photo courtesy of Saroma-cho)

Figure 37 Windborne debris from temporary building.
(Photo courtesy of Saroma-cho)

Figure 38 Windborne missile caused serious damage
to wall (outside) (Photo courtesy of Saroma-cho)

Figure 39 Windborne missile cause serious damage to wall
(inside) (Photo courtesy of Saroma-cho)

Figure 40 Windborne missile
(Photo courtesy of Saroma-cho)

Figure 41 Flying debris 8 km
from damage site (Photo courtesy of Yubetsu-cho)

Figure 42 Spreading range of flying debris

2.9 Tornado outbreak accompanying Typhoon Melor in Tsuchiura on 8th October 2009
A tornado outbreak was reported at around 5am on 8th October 2009 in Tsuchiura, in the
southern part of Ibaragi Prefecture. There was major and minor damage to around 62 residential
buildings. Damage to property and crops was also notable. There were no human fatalities.
This tornado can be classified as a less intense F1-type tornado based on the damage
intensity. The Global COE team from TPU who visited the areas of the reported tornado
outbreak on October 9th and 11th found residential buildings with broken roofs and windows, as
well as uprooted trees and poles. Two buildings, a Post Office and a residential building, at the
touchdown point suffered severe damage (Fig.43). The roofs of these two buildings were
destroyed. The parking area with vehicles located around the touchdown point was very
vulnerable.
The tornado was found to head East-North-East, as observed from the direction of damage to
buildings and falling of poles. The tornado had cut a path 1.5km long and about 40m wide. There
was extensive roof damage to single-storied residential buildings with tiled roofs. The team also
observed dominant openings in building envelopes after breakage of windows and doors due to
flying debris.
Typical damage patterns associated with tornadoes, such as blow-out of roof tiles and
windows but with walls intact, was observed throughout the impact area. Trees and barricades on
paths were knocked down. The damage area was found to extend in a line from the touchdown
point. Fig.44 shows the footprint of damage to buildings caused by the tornado. Plastic green
houses and car garages along the path of the tornado were destroyed.

As the tornado moved it could have possibly intensified, as is evident from the destruction of
buildings numbered 20-43 in Fig.44, and then its intensity may have reduced. At the end of the
path, around the location of buildings 10-11, the severity decreased and damage was limited to a
narrow area and there was no damage to buildings beyond building 14. Debris was found
scattered around regions of buildings 16-17 and also in a small irrigation canal in fields adjacent
to building 15. The roof of the building seen in Fig.45 was destroyed.

Figure 43 Roof tiles were blown away

Figure 44 Damage footprints
Figure 45 Severely damaged roof of a building
2.10 Tornado Damage at Noshiro, Akita on October 30th 2009
Around 9am on October 30th 2009, an F1-level tornado struck Asanai, Noshiro City, Akita
Prefecture, located in North-West Japan. A team of two from the GCOE program, Tokyo
Polytechnic University, visited the affected areas on October 31st and conducted a ground
survey of damage between 8:30am and 12:30pm. The damage path was restricted to around 1km,
whereas debris could be found as far as 3.1km from the touchdown point (Fig.46). The width of
the damage area was around 100m. The maximum instantaneous wind speed at the nearest
AMEDAS was 13.2m/s (Midori cho, Noshiro city).
The tornado seemed to be heading West-East from the damage footprint. A farming area
covered around 60% of the tornado’s track. Since few buildings were located in the tornado’s
track, few were seriously damaged. The few buildings that were in the path either collapsed
partially or suffered severe damage. 6 residential and 23 non-residential buildings were
damaged. Fast-rotating wind over a roof often causes uplifting of roof sheets, which is a common

feature of tornado damage. This seemed to be the case as shown in Fig.47, where roof sheet
damage shows that it may have been uplifted by suction as the tornado passed over it. Fig.48
shows a wooden plank that pierced a building’s cladding in the high tornado wind. Fig.49 shows
a non-residential building near the touchdown point that suffered serious damage. A residential
building that was struck by the tornado is shown in Fig.50. Debris was found scattered in the
farming area. Poles pierced the cladding in a non-residential building, as seen in Fig.51.

Figure 46 Damage Footprints in Asanai, Noshiro, Akita

Figure 47 Roof sheets uplifted in path of tornado

Figure 49 Building severely damaged

Figure 48 Wooden plank pierced into the cladding

Figure50 Residential building severely damaged

Figure 51 Poles pierced through the cladding
3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Tornadoes and other local disturbances caused serious damage. Their influence areas were not
so large, but there were more frequent occurrences. Continuous efforts should be made to collect
traces of tornadoes and other disturbances to reveal the actual situation and to evaluate actual
risk of these severe local storms.
The actual wind damage to structures was a little different from that assumed in their design.
For example, enclosed conditions were sometimes not achieved and the major load was not
always wind pressure but impact of flying debris.
To design structures safely for wind, the surrounding conditions should be considered
appropriately.
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